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Brisbane Multimodal Terminal

4.14.14.14.14.1 The PThe PThe PThe PThe Port of Brisbane Corporationort of Brisbane Corporationort of Brisbane Corporationort of Brisbane Corporationort of Brisbane Corporation

The Port of Brisbane Corporation (PBC) is a state government owned
corporation established in 1994. Previously a state authority with a
landlord function, the corporation today has a very commercial, customer
service orientation, focused on growing the business through alliances
with port clients, and searching for solutions for its logistics supply chain
customers. Located at Fisherman Islands which was built in 1994 at the
mouth of the Brisbane River, a short distance from the capital city of
Queensland, PBC positions itself as the trade gateway to south eastern
Queensland.

With total infrastructure investment of more than US$600 million over
the past 25 years, the Port of Brisbane is a deep-water port providing
for a diversified range of commodities, 30 berths and nearly 7,500 metres
of quayline. The port has been identified as a major driver of economic
development in Queensland and plays a significant role in promoting
employment through its contribution to overall job creation.1

As Australia’s third busiest container port, 23 million tonnes of trade
move through it, with this figure likely to increase to 55 million tonnes
by the year 2025.

4.24.24.24.24.2 The Brisbane Multimodal TThe Brisbane Multimodal TThe Brisbane Multimodal TThe Brisbane Multimodal TThe Brisbane Multimodal Terminalerminalerminalerminalerminal

One of the key ways by which the port offers an integrated supply chain
service is through the Brisbane Multimodal Terminal (BMT), an interface
between the marine terminals and road and rail, via dual rail gauges,
providing access to Queensland and interstate.2

1 Port of Brisbane Corporation website, http://www.portbris.com.au/asp/about/
history.asp.

2 Rail systems in Australia were developed by colonial governments during the
19th century, at a time when Australia consisted of a number of separately
administered colonies. As a result, the gauge of rail systems varies from state
to state. While a network of nationally important rail links using ‘standard’
gauge has been progressively developed, intra-state lines in Queensland
continue to operate on ‘broad’ gauge. The intermodal terminal is therefore
‘dual gauge’ – that is can services both standard and broad gauge systems.
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Located in the centre of Fisherman Islands, it is close to:

the major Patrick and P&O Ports container terminals and the major
container parks, warehousing, general cargo and vehicles trade areas
and nearby bulk cargo facilities. Via direct linkages with the state
and national rail systems it allows the efficient movement of import
and export containers to and from the container terminals.3

Through subcontractors, the PBC also transfers the containers by road
between the BMT and the riverside terminals.

Previously a number of rail spurs existed from the main rail line coming
into the port and each of the terminals operated by the stevedores. In
developing the multimodal terminal and eliminating the spurs, BPC was
enabling the stevedores to make better use of their land and stevedoring
assets. At the same time, the possibility of having containers transported
into the port by rail potentially increased the asset utilization for the major
rail operators Queensland Rail and Pacific National.

Built by the Port of Brisbane Corporation in 1994, the AUD$18 (US$9)
million multimodal facility is a critical part of the port corporation’s
landbridging strategy to position itself as Australia’s ‘gateway’ port by
capturing cargo destined for ports in the southern states of Australia
through Brisbane and transporting it by rail rather than by sea.

4.2.14.2.14.2.14.2.14.2.1 Early teething problemsEarly teething problemsEarly teething problemsEarly teething problemsEarly teething problems

The BMT was originally leased out to and operated by the state owned
Queensland Rail under a five-year agreement. However, the Port
Corporation took it over in 1999. In leasing out the terminal operations to
Queensland Rail, the Port Corporation was attempting to avoid the risk
of waterfront industrial relations issues affecting service delivery. While
this was achieved, it came at a price for the Port Corporation in that by
the late 1990s the multimodal business operated at a loss, with the costs
accruing to the Port Corporation.

One of the key factors influencing the success of any multimodal terminal
is the quality and accuracy of information about the containers moving
through the terminal. When BPC took over the management of the
Brisbane Multimodal Terminal the transmission of export receival advice
from the cargo owner to the rail operator was late, inaccurate or
incomplete, thus making it difficult for stevedores to effectively and
efficiently transfer containers to intended ships.

Inaccuracies in export receival advice regarding when containers would
reach the port, their content and weight, or the ship on which they were

3 Port of Brisbane Corporation Website, http://www.portbris.com.au
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supposed to be loaded, resulted in container congestion, damage to
perishable contents, containers being wrongly despatched or containers
having to be double handled. Doubling handling in particular had a direct
impact on the BMT’s costs because the Port Corporation was only paid for
one lift per container.

One of the suggested explanations for these deficiencies was that although
Brisbane Port Corporation’s vision was to provide a seamless door-to-dock
service, Queensland Rail was still treating the new multimodal terminal
as just another of its rail sidings rather than as a new business
opportunity.

4.2.24.2.24.2.24.2.24.2.2 Institutional and operational reformsInstitutional and operational reformsInstitutional and operational reformsInstitutional and operational reformsInstitutional and operational reforms

In taking over the operations in late 1999, once rail safety accreditation
from the Queensland Department of Transport had been secured, PBC
implemented a highly participative change management process with the
staff, which resulted in a smooth and effective transition to desired work
practices.

To address the problem of unreliable information transfer on containers,
BPC’s approach has been twofold. Firstly, the port corporation directly
negotiated with shippers responsible for packing their containers and then
with the train operators and the stevedores at Brisbane Port to include the
multimodal terminal in the information flow and to manage information
flows electronically. In addition, the BPC has extended these arrangements
to establish direct electronic information linkages with P&O Stevedores at
its Port Botany operation (in the Port of Sydney, over 1,000 kilometres to
the south).

To reinforce these improvements to communication, as the operator of the
multimodal terminal, BPC also took control of the scheduling of container
movements through the multimodal terminal by allocating the rail
operators a window within which trains could arrive or depart. According
to the Port Corporation this tactic has imposed a higher degree of
discipline on the rail operators and Brisbane Port Corporation than was
previously in place, a factor that the corporation emphasises is crucial for
the successful operation of the multimodal terminal in terms of moving
containers through the port according to agreed schedules, at the same
time minimizing the number of containers remaining on the ground and
creating congestion.

Another factor that contributes to the cost effectiveness of the Port of
Brisbane’s multimodal service is the use of unit trains between Brisbane
and its southerly destinations. Blocks of containers move on 30 wagons
from the one port of origin to one destination per trip.
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A third factor supporting the viability of BMT as an alternative means of
transporting by rail is the presence of a complementary inland rail
terminal at Acacia Ridge, which allows further penetration into the
Queensland hinterland. The Port Corporation is currently exploring the
possibility of establishing two other inland terminals, one in Queensland
and the other in northern NSW, but these will not be progressed until
climatic conditions improve.4 Earlier this year, however, the corporation
attracted sugar cargo from Rochlea via another inland rail interchange at
Acacia Ridge and another consignment of imports are now moving
through Brisbane’s multimodal terminal back to Acacia Ridge.

Figure 4.1 Brisbane Multimodal Terminal

4.2.34.2.34.2.34.2.34.2.3 Business growth strategiesBusiness growth strategiesBusiness growth strategiesBusiness growth strategiesBusiness growth strategies

The objective in setting up the multimodal terminal was to grow trade
through non-traditional catchments outside of Brisbane. In 1990 not many
vessels from Asia or Europe called into Brisbane Port because, although
they carried cargo destined for the Brisbane market, the potential container
volumes were too low to make it worthwhile.

According to the PBC, the marketing strategy took a number of different
turns before realizing that the best plan for attracting southbound trade
away from Sydney or Melbourne Ports was to focus on high value
electronics manufacturers from South East Asia. For these shippers the

4 Australia is currently suffering from a protracted drought, which has greatly
reduced rural production and levels of the containerised primary produce that
is critically important to the viability of inland terminals in Australia.
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shorter distance between the departure point in South East Asia and
Brisbane meant that they could gain an advantage by getting their high
value goods onto retailers’ shelves sooner, an advantage that would
outweigh the costs of landbridging from Brisbane to the retail markets
further south in NSW and Victoria. Spreading these costs over each unit
in a box of computers or televisions would be far more acceptable than
trying to convince shipping lines that they should pick up the additional
cost of the landbridging when southbound freight rates were as low as
US$300/TEU. In adopting this strategy, PBC management realized that the
Port Corporation was challenging orthodox marketing beliefs: ‘Everybody
sees landbridging as a shipping company decision, but that may not
always be so’, he said.

Two key considerations in 1999 prompted the PBC to progress their plans
to attract more trade through the Brisbane Multimodal Terminal. Sydney
was suffering significant congestion problems, and with the Olympics
being hosted by Sydney in 2000 this was not likely to improve. PBC saw
Sydney’s problems as an opportunity to attract carriers to use the
landbridging services provided through the multimodal terminal as a way
of avoiding the potential risks of delays resulting from extra congestion
caused by Sydney’s hosting of the Games.5

Secondly, PBC knew that during the 1998 waterfront dispute they had
been able to move cargo by rail to the rail terminal in Chullora, Western
Sydney in the same time it took for a ship to reach Sydney, but without
enduring the inconvenience and cost caused by congestion problems at
Botany and its adjacent roads. The Port Corporation, therefore, worked
with the stevedores, rail operators and their management at BMT to
develop detailed plans for attracting southbound carriers to the
multimodal facility on the basis of a deal that would not imply significant
cost differences.

The trade that has been attracted through the multimodal terminal
includes southern bound trade coming from Asia carried by carriers such
as MISC Shipping and Fesco and Columbus Lines, which find it cost
effective to offload some of their cargo in Brisbane, from where it is then
transported by rail to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide while the ships
move on to New Zealand ports where they pick up valuable export trade
which has travelled from Sydney and is destined for American markets.
Similarly, MISC diverts import cargo through Brisbane by rail to
Melbourne. Significant volumes of meat, cotton, grain and industrial
products are transported via this means.

5 Competitors on their marks, Containerisation International, Wednesday 1st March
2000.
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This gateway arrangement also means that import cargo that had
previously reached the Brisbane market by being shipped to Sydney and
Melbourne and then transported to Brisbane by road or rail is now being
shipped to Brisbane directly and then distributed to Brisbane and a range
of other destinations throughout Queensland via rail and road. This new
trade has in turn attracted new warehouse and distribution facilities to the
port business area, which are able to provide their services at very
competitive rates both for transport within Queensland and between
Brisbane and the southern states.

Because of the ‘the demographics of import distribution and seasonal
peaks’ a high volume of empty containers go through Brisbane Port. As
part of its niche marketing strategy, BPC has exploited the presence of the
empty containers by encouraging carriers such as Sofrana Unilines and
ANL to landbridge export cargo originating in Melbourne and Sydney via
rail to Brisbane at very competitive freight rates and then ship the freight
to Papua New Guinea. As well as these carriers, others such as Swire,
Pacific Asia Express, P&O Nedlloyd, Columbus Line, ANZDL, MSC and
Safmarine landbridged about 10,000 containers to and from Sydney and
Melbourne though the BMT on Pacific National’s rail service to southern
capitals in 2001/2002.6

In addition, in 2002 Maersk Sealand introduced new container services
through Brisbane to the East Coast of North America and to South East
Asia with a connection to Europe, and Hanjin and APL now feed cargo
via their Asian services to connect with transpacific services in Asia,
providing improved transit times over existing services via Sydney.
Cumulatively, these services provided additional shipping for Queensland
importers and exporters and assisted in ‘marginally increasing the total
east coast container market share from 16.4 per cent to 16.5 per cent.7

To support this growth, Queensland Rail, Pacific National and InterRail
have all increased the number of services provided each week. Pacific
National, for example, runs five services per week to and from the port
to Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth with capacity to increase the
number of services on demand. QR runs ten services per week between
the Queensland hinterland and Brisbane, and InterRail provides two
services a week between Casino in Northern NSW and Brisbane.

6 Port of Brisbane Corporation Annual Report 2001/2002.
7 Ibid.
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Figure 4.2 Super B Double Container Truck

Also supporting ongoing improvements as the multimodal terminal, the
Port Corporation introduced the use of Super B-Double trucks to increase
efficiency and reduce environmental impact at the terminal in May 2002.
While conventional vehicles only carry between one and three 20-foot
containers (depending on weight) or one 40-foot container, the 30-metre-
long Super B-Doubles can carry up to four 20-foot containers or two
40-foot containers. The subcontractors, K&S Freighters, initially bought
three of these units while Transmutation Pty Ltd., bought one. As a sign
of the growth of trade through the multimodal terminal, there are now
thirteen of these vehicles in operation at the multimodal terminal.

4.2.44.2.44.2.44.2.44.2.4 Early signs of successEarly signs of successEarly signs of successEarly signs of successEarly signs of success

BMT throughput increased by 8.4 per cent to 78,718 containers, handling
14.5 per cent of all full containers exported or imported through the port
in 2000-2001. Growth of trade through the multimodal terminal was
promising in the first half of 2002 but was negative in the last six months,
recording a throughput of 76,318 containers or 86,178 TEUs, this result
being a consequence of drought conditions and the extended closure of
Consolidated Meat Groups’ operation in Rockhampton, Queensland.
Similarly, container throughput for the port as a whole grew by 6.35 per
cent in 2002, which was a few percentage points short of the 10 per cent
target. It was nevertheless considered a good result by the port, given the
fact that much of the trade going through Brisbane consists of agricultural
products that were affected by the drought.
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By 2003, 90,000 TEU moved through the BMT. Although this was also a
smaller proportion of the total volume of trade moving through the port,
the minor slowdown in growth was again due to the drought that still
persists, and the loss of containerized meat volumes because of the
permanent closure of the Rockhampton based meat works.

Although the aggregate volume of trade moving through the multimodal
terminal has increased slowly over the three years since BPC took over its
management, the presence of a multimodal terminal has meant that the
corporation has been able to attract trade that is outside its traditional
catchment. Furthermore, the multimodal terminal has resulted in
significant efficiency improvements for container movement through the
port.

PBC anticipates that once the effects of the drought disappear, growth
rates will improve, as will the corporation’s return on its investment in
the multimodal terminal. There are sound reasons for this optimism. In
1999 the multimodal terminal operated at a loss of AUD$2.5 million. By
contrast, in 2003 it is running just AUD$250,000 over budget and is
anticipated to break even next year.
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